Comments of the Centter for Econ
nomic Justicce to the
NAIC
N
Big Data Workin
ng Group
ober 25, 201 6
Octo
On
O October 24,
2 2016, thee Big Data Working
W
Gro up exposed revised drafft charges forr
2017. Th
he Center for Economic Justice (CEJJ) submits thhe followingg comments tto the workiing
group on
n those charg
ges.
Insurers’ Use of Big Data Poses an Existential Threat to the State-Baased Insurannce Market
Regulatio
on. Industry
y Claims Thaat No Probleems Have Beeen Identifieed With Insuurers’ Use off Big
Data Aree Without Merit.
The
T chorus off industry co
omments hass two themess – regulatorrs have not iddentified anyy
problemss with insureers’ use of Big Data1 and
d regulators sshould leavee insurers aloone.
Over
O
the last three years, consumer reepresentativees and regullators have iddentified a
number of
o issues relaated to insureers’ use of Big
B Data – isssues for whiich regulatorry tools and
essential consumer protections arre missing, including,
i
buut not limitedd to:




1

New
N pricing tools
t
based on
o databasess on consum
mer-generatedd and non-innsurance perssonal
co
onsumer info
formation wiith little or no
o disclosure or accountaability to connsumers;
New
N pricing tools
t
based on
o Big Data applicationss which reguulators have been unablee to
ev
valuate for compliance
c
with
w statutorry rate standaards;
New
N pricing tools
t
with ex
xtreme granu
ularity of ratting classes w
which call innto question the
viability of th
he standard rating
r
prohib
biting agains t unfair disccrimination – that consum
mers
k be treated similarly and
d that unfairr discriminattion;
of similar risk

AIA Lettter of October 17, 2016: Thee robust dialogu
ue we expect tto ensue shouldd not have as a starting place the
supposition
n that new repo
orting and/or consumer disclo
osure requirem
ments are necesssary to solutions for yet-to-be
identified problems.
p
NAMIC Letter of Octobeer 17, 2016: We
W are not awarre, for instancee, that there hass been a showiing there is a laack of
statutory or regulatory au
uthority that haampers regulato
ors’ ability to eevaluate insureer practices relaative to use of data.
Likewise, we
w are not awaare of any show
wn need for add
ditional regulaatory reporting requirements oor consumer
disclosuress. Regarding daata needed by regulators,
r
agaain we are not aaware of any shhowing that regulators are inn need
of addition
nal data to evalu
uate whether in
nsurers are usin
ng data approppriately.
PCI Letter of October 17, 2016: There is no sound ev
vidence supporrting such a funndamental and radical revisioon of
d and effective insurance regu
ulation, includiing unsubstantiiated claims baased on vendorr puffing often
time tested
repeated ass truth by somee advocates.
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New claims settlement evaluation tools based on predictive modeling with no disclosure
or accountability to consumers or regulators;
Insurers’ Big Data uses with no regulatory oversight, consumer disclosure or consumer
protections, in stark contrast to the oversight and consumer protections available for
consumer credit information, for example.
A statutory infrastructure premised on regulatory oversight of everything that goes into
pricing – oversight of data collection (through advisory organizations and statistical
agents), oversight of collective pricing mechanisms (through advisory organizations) and
oversight of risk classifications (through review of rate manuals and underwriting
guidelines) – which is inadequate and ill-suited in an era when regulators have lost
oversight of or ability to evaluate data used, collective pricing mechanisms and complex
pricing models.
A statutory infrastructure that fails to provide regulators and the public with the ability to
meaningfully monitor market outcomes for consumers – in stark contrast to other
financial regulators’ ability to monitor market outcomes for other financial services.

Insurers’ use of Big Data has great opportunity to benefit consumers and communities
with new ways for insurers to interact with consumers for loss mitigation and, consequently,
empower consumers to have greater ability to control both their risk profile and premium
charges. But, this opportunity will not magically happen without some legislative and regulatory
guidance. So-called “innovation” without regulatory guardrails and stated expectations on
treatment of consumers can – and has – led to more black-box applications (for pricing and
claims settlement) which fail to empower consumers. Regulatory guidance is not incompatible
with innovation at all. Rather, regulatory guidance is essential for innovation to realize the
promise of Big Data and to speed the adoption of innovative products.
The need for more granular reporting of market outcomes – sales and claims experience –
by insurers to regulators on a routine basis is decades overdue. More granular data reporting by
insurers of market outcomes has a number of benefits for insurers, including:




Improved market analysis by regulators to focus market regulation enforcement efforts
on problem insurers and problem markets while leaving insurers with good consumer
market outcomes alone. Stated differently, sufficient market analysis to truly move
towards precisely-targeted investigations and examinations and away from broader
examinations.
Reduction in special data calls since regulators will have data necessary to answer
questions about market performance and market outcomes already.
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Yet, insurers’ trade associations have, for over a decade, consistently argued
contradictory positions. On the one hand, the trades have pushed for limits and hurdles for
states’ market regulation – whether through “domestic deference” or additional market conduct
examination procedures, requirements or limitations – complaining that market conduct
examinations are expensive and duplicative. But, the trades have also adamantly opposed any
effort to expand the routine regulatory market outcome data collection which would make
market regulation more efficient and effective for insurers and consumers. The trades’
contradictory positions were emphasized just the other day with PCI stating its intent to be more
“muscular” in opposition to regulatory data collection.2
Insurers’ use of Big Data is an existential challenge to the state-based insurance
regulatory system. Without recognition by regulators of this challenge and significant
improvements to regulatory capabilities, insurers’ use of Big Data will lead to de facto
deregulation of insurance with growing gaps and inconsistencies in states’ ability to enforce
statutory requirements. The insurance trade associations understand this and see an opportunity
to achieve their goals of less accountability to regulators and consumers and convincing state
legislators to limit regulators’ ability to protect consumers through more market regulation
restrictions. Their strategy is not to seek “balance,” but to delay regulatory and legislative action
on Big Data issues.
We urge the working group and the NAIC to adopt a set of charges regarding insurers’
use of Big Data which match the urgency of the challenges to state-based regulation.

2

http://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/pci-will-be-muscular-as-we-continue-to-combat-regulatory-overreachsays-ceo-sampson-10016: A sharp increase in the instances of state regulators making requests for data from
insurers is a major cause for concern for the Property Casualty Insurers Association of America (PCI), adding to an
already big regulatory burden and increasing costs at an already challenging time for the industry. That is the view
of David Sampson, president and chief executive of the PCI, speaking ahead of the trade body’s annual event this
year. “The number of data calls [requests for information by state regulators] has now reached a level where it is
intrusive and affects insurers’ ability to effectively service their customers,”
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Specific Recommendations/Comments
Charge A:
The introductory paragraph refers to insurers’ Big Data uses for marketing, rating,
underwriting and claims.3 Yet, charge A states:
Review current regulatory frameworks used to oversee insurers’ use of consumer and
non-insurance data. If appropriate, recommend modifications to model laws/regulations,
regulation of data vendors and brokers, regulatory reporting requirements, and consumer
disclosure requirements.
We ask the working group to confirm that “if appropriate, recommend modifications to
model laws/regulations” applies to more than regulation of data vendors and brokers, regulatory
reporting requirements and consumer disclosure requirements – that the review may also include,
if appropriate, modifications to requirements for marketing, rating, underwriting and claims. To
clarify the intent, we suggest:
Review current regulatory frameworks used to oversee insurers’ use of consumer and
non-insurance data. If appropriate, recommend modifications to model laws/regulations
regarding marketing, rating, underwriting and claims, regulation of data vendors and
brokers, regulatory reporting requirements, and consumer disclosure requirements.
Charge B:
The revised charge B continues to include language suggesting NAIC regulatory review
of Big Data models. As our attached comments to the Casualty Actuarial and Statistical Task
Force on this issue explain, the need is for the NAIC to provide a resource for the states and not a
“regulatory review.” There should be no question about “preserving” state authority because the
charge should be limited to developing an NAIC resource to assist the states in this area – in the
same way that the NAIC has developed resources to assist states in other areas which have never
involved the NAIC in a regulatory role. For example, the NAIC developed a resource for the
states for collection of Market Conduct Annual Statement data with no question that the NAIC
was simply a resource to the states and without any regulatory authority. We suggest the
following to clarify the intent:

3

“The mission of the Big Data (D) Task Force is to gather information to assist regulators in obtaining a clear
understanding of what data is collected, how it is collected and how it is used by insurers and third parties in the
context of marketing, rating, underwriting, and claims.
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Propose a mechanism to provide resources to states for technical analysis of and data
collection related to states’ review of complex models used by insurers for underwriting,
rating, and claims. Such mechanism shall respect and in no way limit states’ regulatory
authority.
Charge C:
We continue to strongly support charge C.
Thank you for your consideration.

